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Hi Graham. I am always trying to improve EZ
drummer. The more I play it, the more I realize

that I need to make it more suited to what I play. I
came across a feature that just cleared up the
whole issue. I was using a poly-rhythm kit that

uses separate drums for each stick of a stick and
multiple notes per stick. I did what EZ drummer

told me to do and just recorded a full rack of
drums and the same with a rack of sticks, and

recorded the racket of the cymbals as a whole and
per stick/chord. The drummer I recorded is the

one you played in the tutorial video. I then added
those drum/stick/cymbal tracks to the drums I

recorded, replayed on EZ drummer so I could add
my own drum track if I wanted, added my

vocal/acoustic guitars and started mixing. I had a
problem because of the different drummers

voicings, but EZ drummer has a function that
allows you to replace the drummers ghost notes
in the entire drum track. So, I just replaced his
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ghost notes with my drum tracks. Then I added
my backing vocals and acoustic guitars and it

sounds great. Hi guys! Its my first time uploading
a video, I decided to upload this video because I

just want to share a simple little trick that I figured
out while working on a song. I was using EZ

drummer, and wanted to have a rubato effect on
my drums, so I clicked the records button. But
when I started recording my drums, the drums
sounded terrible! I had to work out a solution to
this problem, and how to end up with the drums
sounding better. So, after hours of playing and
learning on trial and error, this is what I did. I

recorded a scratch track of drums using nothing
but the snare and kick, and then I put a click in

the track, and recorded the opposite of whatever I
was recording in the scratch track, to get rid of all

the unwanted frequencies and get rid of the
unwanted sound. After doing this, all I needed to

do was re-record the scratch track with the
original recorded drummer and everything was

back to normal.
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each drum kit is contained in a separate tab, and
you can customize the sample volume and mix to
your liking. each sample is loaded as an audio file,

not a midi file, so you can use it in any audio
editor that supports audio. when loading the files,
the program automatically analyzes the kit and
generates a midi file, which can then be used in
conjunction with any midi-compatible sequencer
software. this means that you can open a song in
cubase, import the midi file that toontrack created
and let the program generate all the tracks, or the

midi file can be loaded directly into your
sequencer of choice. the program has quite a few

options that allow you to edit the kit. you can
adjust the balance of the different effects, set the
number of effects, and set the individual values

for each effect. for instance, if you want to change
the drums to a vintage sound, you simply set the

effects level to vintage and then you can start
tweaking the settings for each effect, like the eq,
compressor, and so on. you can even use each
one of the effects separately, so you can have
drums with a vintage sound, then use the eq to
lighten up some of the drums, and then use the
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compressor to dampen the drums. this allows you
to layer the sounds in a variety of ways that you
choose. one of the best features of ezdrummer 2
is the fact that you can create your own drum kits
and use them directly in cubase 5.1. you simply
go to the ezmix 2 main window and drag in the

kits you want to use. ezmix 2 takes care of all the
hard work, and you can see the results in the

cubase audio editor. you can also use them in any
audio sequencer, including cubase, garage band,
reaper, and pro tools. the program also makes it
easy to access the library of sounds, and you can
load them directly in cubase, or simply drag them

over to your sequencer. 5ec8ef588b
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